CORROSIVE CHEMICALS
BULK or PACKAGE STORES

DOUBLE EYE PROTECTION MUST BE WORN SIGN (DS WCSS203)

This Mandatory PPE sign is in portrait format with the standard mandatory symbol in dark blue and white as per AS1319. The other text is black on a white background. Material: Metal – 300 (W) x 450 (H) with the other dimensions as indicated.

- The Double Eye Protection sign shall be used where the chemical pipework or dosing pump is not double contained or barrier protected (refer S022) in accordance with DS79.

- The Double Eye Protection sign shall be located on the wall next to the entry to the corrosive chemical bund or store. Where there is a viewing room the sign shall be posted on the door into the storage area.

- The Double Eye Protection sign shall be posted at a level that is clearly visible on approach to the corrosive chemical storage area.

Note: Face Shields shall be maintained and kept in a clean, designated, and well-identified location.